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ONE OF THE BEST SUPERYACHT 
CRUISING GROUNDS IN THE WORLD
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INTRODUCTION

From the turquoise blue waters, dramatic waterfalls, secluded coves and  

medieval towns rich in cultural history and life, discover all what Croatia has to 

offer from the comfort and luxury on-board MY LITTLE VIOLET. A destination 

with over 1,400 islands to explore, a yacht charter in Croatia is the ideal way to 

reconnect with Mother Nature, admire the richest stretches of land for natural 

beauty and experience the stunning wonders of the country.

Take home memories of marvelling the blue waters with a mountainous  

backdrop, island hopping along the breath-taking coast and exploring some  

of the most impressive grottoes and lakes in the Mediterranean. Likewise, guests 

can look forward to enjoying stellar vineyards, fresh seafood and bathe in the 

culture by strolling through the medieval towns rich with history. For those  

that also seek a cosmopolitan thrill, glamourous Hvar fulfils any need for retail 

therapy and offers plenty of fantastic nightlife. Enjoy all of this and more  

on-board MY LITTLE VIOLET, a luxury charter yacht prepared to take  

you along this magical destination.

SUMMER CLIMATE IN CROATIA

Croatia has two climates, as you may well expect – one along the coastline, and  

one for the interior of the country. Coastal Croatia has warm to hot summers , 

with July and August being the hottest months. For those planning on enjoying 

Croatia during the low season, swimming should be in order from mid to late  

May. For those venturing in the interior, average temperatures in the summer 
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ITINERARY  —  VENICE TO MONTENEGRO

Strewn like jewels across the Adriatic, Croatia’s islands and cities offer up an 

enticing blend of things to see and do on a private yacht charter. This two-week 

itinerary gives an idea of the treasures ready to be discovered and to help you 

get the most from your luxury yacht charter on-board MY LITTLE VIOLET.
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VENICE  —  ITALY

You will start your journey in the fabled floating city of Venice. There’s an 

abundance of things to see and do in this unique city — many of which revolve 

around life on board your superyacht. Before embarking on your journey, take  

the day to immerse yourself in the intense history of Venice through exploring  

the churches, museums and exhibitions.
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TRIESTE  —  ITALY

Before exploring Croatia, it is worth stopping in Trieste. This city is right up in the 

northernmost head of the Adriatic, close to the Slovenian border. Trieste is a very  

safe city – you can stroll here at night and explore the old town without any  

safety concerns.

As Trieste is a border town on the crossroads of the Latin, Germanic and Slavic  

worlds, it is quadrilingual: the official languages are Italian, Slovenian, Ladin 

and German. You will enjoy the architecture that also reflects the many cultural 

influences; there are some good Roman remains, fine Austrian empire buildings  

of the type you would find in Vienna alongside Mediterranean styles.

Nautical Miles

60
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PULA  —  CROATIA

Take in the atmosphere around Pula’s remarkable Roman amphitheatre. If it is  

festival time, you can catch an open-air screening inside this stunning arena.

After taking in the history and beauty of Pula, you can dine in style at Valsabbion  

and savour the innovative cuisine using the best of the region’s produce. After  

dinner, you can enjoy the view from Valsabbion’s top floor spa and rejuvenate  

before heading back to MY LITTLE VIOLET.

Nautical Miles

60
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ZADAR  —  CROATIA

Moor your superyacht in the outer part of Marina Zadar Tankerkomerc and  

enjoy the city. Wander around the museums, check out the boutiques and  

absorb the ambience and history.

Then take a gentle stroll around the old town peninsula to appreciate the 

spectacle of the Greeting to the Sun, accompanied by the haunting notes  

of the Sea Organ. For cocktails and a live performance, settle down in The 

Arsenal before finding one of the traditional rowing boats (barkarioli) to  

ferry you back over the bay.

Nautical Miles

82
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ŠIBENIK  —  CROATIA

Take in the wild beauty of the Kornati islands as you make your way to Šibenik.  

For an unforgettable rustic lunch, drop the superyacht anchor between Ravni 

Zakan and Kameni Zakan and take the dinghy to Konoba Larus on Ravni Zakan. 

As you cruise past the unspoiled islands of this archipelago, head up to the Krka 

estuary to admire the cathedral and fortresses of Šibenik.

Nautical Miles

37
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TROGIR  —  CROATIA

Be sure to head out onto the deck of your superyacht to admire your arrival  

into Trogir. The town is veined by canals and waterways, with red-roofed houses 

huddled along the waterfront and plenty of examples of Baroque architecture 

sprinkled across the town. The historic town and harbour of Trogir is now a  

World Heritage site, making it the perfect destination for finishing a cultural 

journey through Croatia.

The breadth of architecture to see while visiting the town is staggering, making  

it easy to see why it is a listed destination. Leave the harbour and explore the 

centre of the town where you will find some medieval walls bordering a  

preserved castle and palaces from different eras including Baroque and  

the Renaissance.

Nautical Miles

30
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VIS  —  CROATIA

MY LITTLE VIOLET will make its way to the farthest inhabited Dalmatian island 

from the mainland, Vis. The pint-sized Croatian island gets a star is known for its 

clear aquamarine waters, brick-red roofs, and pine-clad terrains front and centre.  

The island is a closely-guarded secret of the yachting community, but a truly 

unmissable one of any East Mediterranean private yacht charter. 

Aside from the stunning scenery and mountainous region above the coastal 

settlements, a main pull to the island is vast expanse of vineyards. A wine 

drinker’s paradise, this island produces some incredible vintages and makes  

a great wine tasting experience. Before leaving the island make sure to pick  

up some of your favourites from the local merchants.  

Nautical Miles

25
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BRAC  —  CROATIA

Although Brac does not have a heritage listing to its name, it is cluttered with 

medieval buildings from the various periods of rule of the island’s history. Cultural 

influences from the Venetians, French, Italian and Germans still influence modern 

life on the island but the most incredible historic findings date even further back. 

Archaeological findings from the island provide proof that there were people 

living on the island in the Palaeolithic era. The findings can be seen in museums, 

followed by an equally cultural drink made from some local vineyards.

Nautical Miles

18
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HVAR  —  CROATIA

Head for Hvar town and moor MY LITTLE VIOLET in the bay amid the bustle and 

charms of this historic city. Make your reservation at Carpe Diem and spend the 

rest of the day exploring. Perhaps enjoy the magnificent spa facilities of Suncani 

Hvar, one of the best luxury spas in the area, before you get ready for a night on 

the town, or call Hotel Amfora and they’ll come and pick you up so you can relax 

out on the private beach. Dine locally and then enjoy the best of what’s hot and 

happening into the small hours at Carpe Diem.

Nautical Miles

6
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LASTOVO  —  CROATIA

Welcome to one of the best-kept secrets of Croatia. Having only recently become 

open to foreign yachts, Lastovo Island is still a new addition the Croatian yacht 

charter  itinerary. However, it is quickly set to become popular, owing to its 

incredible scenery and numerous dive sites. Lastovo makes a great place to  

drop anchor and soak up the sun from the deck of MY LITTLE VIOLET. 

Now is fantastic time to take the water toys out for a spin, or head on shore for a 

beach picnic. There is a local market on the island where you can purchase fresh 

seafood; ask your yacht chef to prepare a feast of spoils from the local fishermen.

Nautical Miles

27
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KORCULA  —  CROATIA

With legend saying that the island was founded by Trojan hero Antenor in the 12th 

century BC, the island is steeped in history with cultural aspects from all who have 

previously ruled her. The culturally rich destination of Korcula offers many insights 

in to the way of life for local residents, starting with sword dancing. Including many 

traditional dances like the Moreska, you can watch some sword dancing in village 

squares and maybe even ask for a demonstration from willing residents.

Heritage isn’t easy to miss when visiting Korcula but if you want to visit some 

archaeological sites you’re in luck. There are two caves to visit which are the Vela 

Spila, translating as big cave, and Jakas Cave. Both of these locations held items from 

the very first settlers to the island, which can now be seen in museums. Visiting the 

caves gives you a clear indication of how the Mesolithic and Neolithic peoples lived. 

Although the eventuality of the peoples is unknown, the caves remain an integral  

part of the island’s history and continue to attract tourists throughout the year.

Nautical Miles

6
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MLJET  —  CROATIA

The virtually untouched beauty of the island is stunning and is enough to make 

you want to come back year after year. Legend suggests that Odysseus was 

captivated by this island for seven years, certifying just how incredible this island 

is. As a destination of tranquillity, the culture of Mljet is very different to some  

of the medieval UNESCO sites you have already visited.

Although there are dotted villages across the green blanket of forestry, there 

is a very laid back atmosphere here and you will find it difficult to be anything 

but relaxed here. Make your way to the centre of the national park to see two 

salt water lakes called Veliko Jezero and Malo Jezero. These lakes are popular 

swimming destinations on the island and Veliko Jezero hosts a pretty, old  

Benedictine monastery for you to visit.

Nautical Miles

23
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DUBROVNIK  —  CROATIA

Dubrovnik is one of the best-preserved ancient cities in the Mediterranean.  

You can anchor northeast of the island for great views of Dubrovnik city by night, 

or moor in the busy port of Gruz, or head up the river Dubravka and moor your 

yacht at the pier of Dubrovnik ACI Marina to enjoy the charm of the lovely old 

buildings and gardens.

Walk Dubrovnik’s city walls, take in all the stories they have to tell, and then relax 

and admire more views over a sumptuous meal at Atlas Club Nautika, considered 

by some to be amongst the world’s most romantic restaurants.

Nautical Miles

26
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KOTOR  —  MONTENEGRO

Welcome to Kotor, a UNESCO World Heritage Site and widely known as one 

of the best preserved medieval towns in the Adriatic. Kotor is a place rich with 

indulgent culture, as it was previously ruled by the French, Venetians, Austrians 

and other powers. Here you can explore monuments that date back before 

1000AD, such as the Cathedral of Saint Tryphon, built in 1166.

Before calling it a day, enjoy one last freshly prepared lunch on board  

MY LITTLE VIOLET before disembarking to start planning your next adventure.

Nautical Miles

23
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CRES

ROVINJ

RAB

MALI LOŠINJ

KORNATI NATIONAL PARK

CAPTAIN’S FAVORITE PLACES
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AN ABUNDANCE OF
NATURAL WONDERS




